
GANEA API

Bee Made.



STARTING POINT

10 000
BEEHIVES

2000 500 000 000
HECTARES

- The company was founded in 2017

- World First full-cycle industrial apiary

- Unique beekeeping technology

- Represented in six countries of the World



TEAM
30

PROFESSIONAL 
BEEKEPERS

40 
JUNIOR BEEKEPERS

30 
HANDYMEN

Due to the lack of a unified system of global beekeeping, the entire industry is in the early stages of
development, which does not give it the opportunity to gain global recognition. Our unified
beekeeping system enables employees to be much more efficient, which allows us to appreciate
their work. For example, if in an amateur apiary one beekeeper serves 50 hives, then we have more
than 300, and in ten years the figure will approach 1000.



MARKET

2032
1500 mln. USD

The primary goal of the project is not to get a part of the existing market, but to
increase the consumption of honey by the world's population. We consider honey to
be one of the most underestimated food products and through public awareness,
education in schools and kindergartens, honey consumption on a global scale will
increase many times over.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/191993/value-of-honey-production-in-the-us/


MAIN GOAL

Just 50 grams of honey per day:

- improve the digestive system
- improve the circulatory system
- solve the problem of obesity
- give vitality

* Based on this logic, today humanity consumes only 2% of the norm of
honey consumption

WORLD 
WILL 

START
EATING HONEY



COMPETITION&TARGET

1 BEE = 0.015 USD

TODAY

2032

1 BEE = 0.15 USD

Realizing that today the beekeeping industry 
is extremely inefficient, we set ourselves the 
goal of improving:

- Production technology of the hive and the 
beekeeper's tool
- Bee care system
- A system for creating a honey base
- Logistics system
- Honey processing and packaging system



NATURE&ECONOMIC BENEFITS

1000 HECTARS Agricultural Lands GANEA API Lands

Employees 2 30

Use of chemicals Yes, a lot Only Bio Production

Annual profit 500.000 USD 5.000.000 USD

CO2 Profit Joking? We Save the World

Our project is the only real opportunity to preserve the rural way of life today. Industrial
apiaries have a large need for labor, but due to increased profitability, it is still an attractive
business. Also, by transferring lands from agricultural to honey-bearing, we natively return the
natural resource to the state that is basic for it. Our project is tens of thousands of hectares of
meadows, shrubs and trees. And yes, this is automatically the conservation of the water
resource, which is so important today.



GANEA API

WWW.GANEAPI.COM

Company CEO
IGOR GANEA

+376626610

iganea@bsrb.md

http://www.ganeapi.com/
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